The US shale revolution is entering its age of maturity and eventual decline. The US needs another energy revolution to maintain its energy cost leadership, unmatched outside the Middle East. We estimate that renewable technologies can deliver twice the scale of energy produced by shale, unlocking $3 trn of infrastructure investment over the coming decade.

In this report, we leverage our Carbonomics framework to model this renewable revolution, and draw five key conclusions:

1. The US IRA provides the most supportive regulatory environment in clean tech history, unlocking, on our estimates, $1.2 trn of incentives by 2032;

2. We expect this to drive $3 trn of investments across renewable electrons and molecules, including the first deployment at large scale of green hydrogen and carbon capture;

3. This renewables investment programme should save 22 Gt of emissions through to 2032 at a cost to the government of $52/tonne of CO2...

4. ...driving the US Carbonomics cost curve 75% lower over the period...

5. ...and transforming the need for natural resources - we see a 35%/20% incremental uplift from green capex to copper/aluminium demand by the end of the decade, with oil & gas demand in structural decline.
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The following is a redacted version of Goldman Sachs Research’s report “Carbonomics: The third American energy revolution” originally published Mar. 22 2023 (83pgs). All company references in this note are for illustrative purposes only and should not be interpreted as investment recommendations.
The **US shale revolution started in 2008**, and over the following decade **made the US the world’s largest oil & gas producer**, providing American industry and consumers with low-cost energy comparable in scale and cost positioning only to the Middle East. **However, 15 years later, shale is entering its age of maturity** and eventual decline. Using our Top projects data, we estimate that shale reserves have fallen by 33% since 2017, reducing the reserve life of shale (resources/production) by 57%, and that shale production will peak over the next 3-5 years. Shale remains a very valuable asset, but in our view **the USA can no longer rely on it to carry this key cost competitive advantage into the next decade: it needs another energy revolution** to maintain its energy cost leadership. We estimate that **renewable technologies can deliver twice the scale of energy produced by shale**, unlocking the equivalent of 43 mnboe/d through **green electrons** (70%, mostly solar and wind) and **green molecules** (30%, mostly hydrogen and bio-energy) by 2032. In this report, we leverage our Carbonomics framework to model this renewable revolution, unpicking the key technologies that can drive this $3 trn (GSe) infrastructure investment over the coming decade.

**The IRA provides the most supportive regulatory environment in clean tech history, unlocking, on our estimates, $1.2 trn of incentives by 2032**

The US IRA (approved by the US House of Representatives on August 12 as the “Inflation Reduction Act of 2022”) is in our view the most comprehensive and impactful legislation to be implemented on clean tech. It unlocks incentives that make most clean tech technologies profitable at large scale, across both renewable electrons (solar, wind, EVs, energy storage) and renewable molecules (bio-energy, clean hydrogen, carbon capture). We believe that the uptake of these incentives will be much greater than initially expected: on September 7, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) released its final scoring of the Inflation Reduction Act. It estimated that the budgetary impact from the bill’s Energy and Climate provisions would total $391 bn over the 2022-2031 period. Of this, about $265 bn would come in the form of tax credits that incentivize businesses to invest in and produce renewable energy and low emission
fuels, and individuals to make purchases that improve the energy efficiency of their homes and transportation choices. **On our estimates, the IRA could cost the government around $1.2tn through to 2032, three times the CBO estimate. This material government contribution would in turn unlock US$3 trn of infrastructure investments to 2032 (a 2.5x multiplier vs c.$1.2trn government incentives).**

Exhibit 3: We note that our government spending estimates are three times higher than the Congress estimate of $391 bn over 2022-2031

Cumulative government spending across sectors for the restructuring of the US energy system by 2032 (USbn)

This attractive regulatory backdrop drives $3 tm of investments across renewable electrons and molecules, including the first deployment at large scale of green hydrogen and carbon capture

The IRA improves the economics of most clean tech, but has a transformative impact on the economics of renewable molecules (where developments have been very marginal over the past decade), especially for clean hydrogen, carbon capture and the new generation of bio-energy developments. If we dissect the impact by sector, we estimate that the transport sector – the key emitting sector in the USA – is most impacted by the IRA. The decreases in costs that we see are primarily driven by the modified tax credit for new EV purchases (a maximum credit of $7,500 per vehicle), tax credit for commercial clean vehicles, with battery capacity of not less than 15 kWh (the credit is capped at $40,000 or $7,500 for vehicles weighing less than 14,000 pounds) and the extension of tax credits for biofuels and the creation of a new sustainable aviation fuel credit. Additionally, the 45V production tax credit (PTC) for clean hydrogen of up to $3/kg of hydrogen introduced in the IRA should also have a positive impact on the US transport carbon cost curve, benefiting FCEVs and hydrogen train adoption. Buildings and Heavy Industry also set to materially benefit from the incentives for electrification, clean hydrogen and carbon capture. **This improvement in project economics will unlock, in our view, $3 trn of infrastructure investments to 2032 and $11 trn by 2050. We estimate that c.70% of this total investment will be directed to electrification (renewable power, but also considerable investment in power and charging networks) with the remaining c.30% directed to green molecules.**
The renewable revolution could save 22 Gt of emissions at a cost to the government of $52/tonne of CO2

We estimate that CO2 savings from IRA incentives and induced investments to 2032 will amount to 22 gigatonnes, implying a $52/t cost of CO2 abated to the US government. This abatement CO2 price varies by technology: while for solar and onshore wind the CO2 price is less than $25/t, given their 25+ years longevity and the mature nature of the technology, for hydrogen, EVs and biofuels the price exceeds $100/t given the shorter project life (average car life of 15 years) and the immaturity of many of these technologies. We also consider how the IRA changes the cost curve of decarbonization for the USA. The Carbonomics cost curves show the reduction potential and carbon abatement cost for anthropogenic GHG emissions through >100 different applications of GHG conservation and sequestration technologies across all key emitting sectors in the region that the cost curve addresses. In this report, we introduce the first Carbonomics de-carbonization cost curve for the USA, and show the transformation of the cost curve, incorporating US IRA tax credits and other incentives, moving the cost curve 75% lower.
The renewables revolution transforms the need for natural resources, with 35%/20% uplift to copper and aluminium demand by the end of the decade, and oil & gas demand in structural decline.

Electrification and clean energy is likely to have a major impact on total American demand for natural resources, and in particular metals such as aluminium, copper, lithium and nickel, demand for which is driven heavily on an acceleration in technologies such as renewables (solar panel, wind turbines manufacturing), power network infrastructure, charging infrastructure, electric vehicles and battery manufacturing. We attempt to quantify the potential impact of the path to net zero in the USA by 2050: we see scope for copper demand to rise by 0.8 Mtpa, a c.35% increase from US copper demand in 2022. Similarly, we expect the electrification trend to lead to a material

The renewables revolution transforms the need for natural resources, with 35%/20% uplift to copper and aluminium demand by the end of the decade, and oil & gas demand in structural decline.

Electrification and clean energy is likely to have a major impact on total American demand for natural resources, and in particular metals such as aluminium, copper, lithium and nickel, demand for which is driven heavily on an acceleration in technologies such as renewables (solar panel, wind turbines manufacturing), power network infrastructure, charging infrastructure, electric vehicles and battery manufacturing. We attempt to quantify the potential impact of the path to net zero in the USA by 2050: we see scope for copper demand to rise by 0.8 Mtpa, a c.35% increase from US copper demand in 2022. Similarly, we expect the electrification trend to lead to a material

Exhibit 6: This $3 trn investment to 2032E can save 22 Gt of CO2 emissions...
Cumulative CO2 savings to 2032E; US, bridge by tech/sector

Exhibit 7: ...implying a CO2 abatement price to the US government of $52/t
Implied CO2 abatement price, US/t

Exhibit 8: The IRA has transformed the cost curve, pushing it sharply down
US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions, based on current technologies and current costs, assuming economies of scale for technologies in the pilot phase prior to and after IRA
increase in demand for metals such as aluminium, lithium, nickel and cobalt. Overall, we estimate c.1.2 Mt pa of average incremental aluminium demand to 2050, representing a c.20% increase on US annual aluminium consumption in 2022. The demand profiles for nickel, cobalt and lithium will to major extent depend on the mix of EV battery types adopted. We expect lithium demand (LCE) in the US to increase by >700kt pa to 2050 on average (a 12-fold increase on the 2022 level), nickel demand to increase by 440kt pa (a 3-fold increase on 2022), and cobalt demand to increase by 70kt pa (a 5-fold increase on 2022). Conversely, the move towards renewable technologies should have a material impact on oil & gas demand, mostly from the end of the decade, when we expect both oil and gas demand to start contracting (with gas consumption the more resilient in the longer term, but still declining).

Exhibit 9: We estimate c.0.8 Mt of incremental average annual copper demand by 2050 for US net zero, representing a c.35% increase from US annual copper consumption in 2022...

Exhibit 10: We estimate c.1.2 Mt of incremental annual aluminium demand by 2050 for US net zero, representing a c.20% increase from US annual aluminium consumption in 2022

Exhibit 11: We expect oil demand to materially fall from the end of the decade...

Exhibit 12: ...while gas demand should only grow because of increasing LNG exports
The US clean tech revolution — Our thesis in charts

Exhibit 13: We are entering the third American post-WW2 energy revolution...

US energy production by type, kboed

Exhibit 14: ...driven by renewable electrons and molecules...

US RES production, mmb/d

Exhibit 15: ...driving new energy supplies 2x the size of the shale revolution

US shale oil and gas production, mmb/d

Exhibit 16: We see c.$11 trn being invested to reimagine the US energy system...

Cumulative investment opportunity by 2050 (US trn)

Exhibit 17: ...equivalent to >1% of cumulative US GDP

Annual infrastructure investments for US energy evolution and path to net zero by 2050 ($ bn)

Exhibit 18: We estimate that the IRA will cost the US gov. $1.2 trn by 2032...

Cumulative gov. spending for US 2023-2032 ($ bn)

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 19: ...with some incentives continuing thereafter...
Annual government IRA spending, $ bn

Exhibit 20: ...unlocking $3 trn of investment by 2032E
Cumulative investment opportunity across sectors for the re-invention of US energy system by 2032E ($ trn)

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 21: The IRA is a breakthrough, especially for carbon capture and clean hydrogen
US IRA tax credits and other incentives as a % of coverage of the average total cost of each clean technology (%)

Source: US Treasury, Congressional Budget Office, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 22: This $3 trn investment by 2032E could save 22 Gt of CO2 emissions...
Cumulative CO2 savings to 2032; US, bridge by tech/sector

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 23: ...implying a CO2 abatement price to the US government of $52/t
Implied CO2 abatement price, US/t

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 24: The IRA has completely transformed the US cost curve of decarbonization...
US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Exhibit 25: ...from mostly out of the money...
US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions before IRA

Exhibit 26: ...to a very attractive investment proposition...
US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions after IRA

Exhibit 27: ...with the biggest impact on transport
USA transport sector cost curve of de-carbonization before and after IRA

Exhibit 28: We expect EVs, industry and green hydrogen to drive a >2x increase in power demand
US electricity bridge to 2050E (TWh)

Exhibit 29: We expect oil demand to materially fall from the end of the decade...
US petroleum products consumption, mbpd

Exhibit 30: ...while gas demand should only grow because of increasing LNG exports
US gas consumption and exports, bcm

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
GS SUSTAIN: US Green Capex a key catalyst for multiple sustainable Investing themes

The potential for a third energy revolution in the US, catalyzed by the Inflation Reduction Act, can advance a shift from aspiration to action in sustainable investing, that we believe can drive a broadening of the sustainable investing universe. Currently, ESG fund assets are highly concentrated in market-weight positions in market bellwether stocks, and overweight positions in obvious thematic leaders (e.g., renewable energy, energy efficiency and water stocks). Many of the sectors essential or, at a minimum, needed on the path to Net Zero are still underweights, or are only modestly represented in ESG funds. We believe a combination of energy reliability issues in Europe, the United States and China in 2021, combined with the Russia-Ukraine war and inflationary pressures, are causing a shift From Aspiration to Action that will be a catalyst for a broadening of the investable universe among ESG funds, and a greater push to quantify impacts, increase engagement and a rising focus on ‘Improvers’.

Exhibit 31: We expect continued momentum on the shift From Aspiration to Action, initially highlighted in our 2022 outlook, in 2023, with investment implications

- Investors will
  - Push to Quantify Impact
  - Engage more vs. Exclude
  - Consider ESG Improvers

- Resulting in Investment in
  - The Entire Supply Chain, not just
  - The Final Product

- Hard-to-abate sectors still will need
  - Innovation
  - Inflation
  - Policy support

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
The breadth of incentives in the Inflation Reduction Act are positive for multiple Green Capex related themes we highlighted in our 2023 Sustainable Investing outlook report. In our view, the US IRA will be a catalyst for acceleration in Green Capex and will benefit stocks through the supply chain, with incentives and provisions touching almost all verticals in our Green Capex mosaic. This can favorably advance:

- **Clean Reliable Energy** — which we believe can continue to see rising differentiation even vs. Clean Energy.
- **Energy Efficiency** — underappreciated beneficiaries of policy- and technology-stimulated demand response.
- **Greenablers** — sectors early in the supply chain essential for decarbonization and other Sustainable Development Goals that warrant investment more urgently, owing to long lead time projects.
- **ESG Improvers** — companies that can use the US energy revolution to either change business mix towards greater Green Revenue and/or lower greenhouse gas emissions intensity.

We still see opportunity for greater appreciation across sectors of the impact of US decarbonization investment growth — Solar and Infrastructure stocks are the only verticals that have broadly outperformed benchmarks since the Inflation Reduction Act agreement was announced (see Exhibit 33). Clean Energy stocks — comprising Solar, Battery Storage and Hydrogen — have lagged the MSCI ACWI by 1% since the agreement on the IRA was initially announced on July 27, 2022. Solar stocks have outperformed in this timeframe, but this has been more than offset by...
underperformance in Battery Storage and Hydrogen. Infrastructure stocks have outperformed the MSCI ACWI by 6% in the same period. Other areas exposed to the bill — Electric Vehicles and Electric Utilities levered to renewables — have underperformed vs. the MSCI ACWI since the agreement on the IRA was announced. We believe there exists potential for further appreciation of companies exposed to key themes of the IRA such as those highlighted later in the report, in particular for stocks levered to the Clean Reliable Energy theme via Battery Storage or Hydrogen — potential key areas of investor focus on the back of geopolitical events and accelerated deployments of renewables.

Exhibit 33: Since the announcement of the agreement on the IRA, Infrastructure and Clean Energy stocks (driven by Solar) have outperformed other themes with exposure to the IRA. Average relative stock performance vs. MSCI ACWI since the Inflation Reduction Act agreement was announced (July 27, 2022) for select stocks levered to critical areas of the IRA: Clean Energy (Solar, Hydrogen, Battery Storage), EV OEMs and Utilities. Relative performance for the entire group and broken out by category.

As recently detailed, we believe timing of investments or impact from the US IRA varies by sector, with Services companies potentially positioned to be the first revenue beneficiaries. As broadly discussed in their latest earnings calls, Infrastructure Contractors/Operators can potentially see initial greater impact from the US IRA in 2H 2023 and 2024. A similar timeline has been charted for Battery Storage Integrators, which are expected to likely see IRA tailwinds in the back end of 2023, with top line and bottom line to be impacted in 2024 and beyond. Opportunities for investments by Chemicals, Utilities and Cleantech (i.e., solar, battery storage and electrolyzers) companies extend beyond 2024, due to a combination of project complexity and capacity expansion.

However, there remain areas where corporates are waiting to see more clarity before committing capital — implementation/permitting above all. Based on most recent commentary from companies, we see four potential areas where corporates are waiting for more clarity when allocating capital on the back of the IRA:
Implementation/Permitting, Technology Development, Demand and Inflationary Pressure. We note implementation/permitting appear to be top of mind for managements as they outline capital allocation plans. Corporates across sectors broadly noted how more detailed implementation guidelines — particularly from the IRS — are still needed to make appropriate investment decisions, as well as support at the local level in addition to from the federal government. On Technology Development, we believe this could be particularly important for earlier-stage technologies such as green hydrogen, where managements also highlighted the need for more visibility on downstream Demand before executing on a project. On Inflationary Pressure, this would apply both to materials and labor and could potentially affect decision-making and related timeline when committing capital.

The investment path: $11 trn investment opportunity by 2050

Exhibit 34 shows the wide range of investment opportunities we see associated with the key infrastructure requirements to transform the US energy system. These include, among others, the increasing uptake of renewable power, battery energy storage, hydrogen and bioenergy, as well as an increasing focus on infrastructure investments, for power networks and charging stations (that will enable a new era of electrification), an upgrade of industrial plants, retrofitting of buildings and other existing heating infrastructure (enabling greater efficiency and uptake of electrification), and finally, a greater focus on carbon sequestration (natural sinks and carbon capture).

In aggregate, we estimate a total infrastructure investment opportunity of around $11.0 trn by 2050 for the transformation of US energy system on the path to net zero carbon, which implies an average annual green infrastructure investment opportunity of c.$400bn. By 2032, we estimate $2.9 trn cumulative investment opportunity across sectors for the re-invention of US energy system, or on average $290bn annually. We note that this figure focuses solely on infrastructure investments and does not include maintenance and other end-use capex.

To put this figure in context, over the coming decade this would represent >2x the total investment in the US shale revolution. The US oil & gas revolution (2008-17) led by US exploration & production companies unlocked 100+ bn bls of US shale oil resources with a short time to market, dramatically changing the industry’s dynamics and resulting in total estimated investments of roughly $1.4 trn over 2008-2017. Nevertheless, investments in the US shale revolution were only c.50% of US clean tech revolution investment we expect to unfold by 2032.

Investments in power generation are at the heart of the energy transition, but renewable molecules should see the biggest percentage increase in spend. Clean power investments are at the core of the renewable revolution, owing to the fact that power generation is a key source of CO2 emissions (c.30% in 2021 in the US), and also the key role of power infrastructure in electrification trends in transport, industry, buildings and in green hydrogen production. We estimate that total US power demand is set to increase 2.5x by 2050, vs. 2021. This calls for $6.6 trn of investment in renewable
power by 2050 (57% of total), on our estimates. This includes the build-up of solar ($1.4 trn), wind ($1.4 trn), and other RES generation facilities ($0.7 trn), the expansion, upgrade and digitalization of power networks ($2.3 trn) and utility-scale energy storage facilities ($0.8 trn). Overall, we expect RES generation (ex.nuclear and hydro) to grow at a 9% CAGR through 2021-2050 in the US, and make up 44% of total generation capacity by 2030 (80% by 2050).

**Exhibit 34: We estimate a c. $11.0 trn infrastructure investment opportunity for the renewable transformation of the US energy system**
Cumulative investment opportunity across sectors for the re-invention of US energy system by 2050 ($ trn)

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

**We expect a clean tech investment profile rising to 2035, peaking at 1.7% of US GDP.** The early years of our forecasts are almost entirely driven by electrification: renewable power, power networks, charging networks, buildings upgrades, followed by an acceleration in clean hydrogen spend and carbon capture. Overall, the average annual investment in de-carbonization that we estimate over 2023-50 is c.$400 bn, representing c.1.3% of US GDP on average over 2023-50, with the peak in the mid-2030s (c.$520 bn), representing c.1.7% of US GDP.
We expect the IRA to cost the government $1.2 trn by 2032. On September 7, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) released its final scoring of the Inflation Reduction Act. It estimated that the budgetary impact from the bill’s Energy and Climate provisions would total $391 bn over 2022-31, of which c.$265 bn would come in the form of tax credits that incentivize businesses to invest in and produce renewable energy and low emission fuels, and individuals to make purchases that improve the energy efficiency of their homes and transportation choices. On our estimates, the IRA is likely to cost the government around $1.2 trn to 2032, c.3x the CBO’s estimate. Compared with total investment opportunity of around $3 trn by 2032E this implies a 2.5x multiplier vs. the government incentives.

What is the incremental capex unlocked due to IRA? While $2.9 trn is our estimate of the total investment opportunity from low-carbon technologies by 2032, energy transition in the US has already started, and we estimate total US low-carbon investments in 2022 werec.$140 bn (including renewables, transportation, buildings, etc.). While potential incremental impact of the IRA alone on investment in the energy system might be challenging to isolate, for simplicity, we assume baseline annual investment in the US low-carbon energy system without the IRA at $140 bn going forward, or c.$1.4 trn for 2023-2032. This implies theoretical incremental capex incentivized by IRA of c.$1.5 trn — or $150 bn annually on average in 2023-2032.

Where do we differ from the CBO’s estimates? We note that our IRA government spending estimates are three times higher than Congress’s estimate of $391 bn over 2022-2031. This is driven by higher estimates for all categories, especially our significantly higher estimates for advanced manufacturing tax credits (45X) and EV tax credits. Key areas of uncertainty arising from IRA incentives remain the level of onshoring of battery and solar components, and the share of EVs eligible for tax credits.
incentives. According to our GS SUSTAIN colleagues, many companies are still in the very early stages of evaluating new US capacity following the passage of the IRA, with companies weighing these credits against the likelihood of higher manufacturing costs in the US relative to where the components are manufactured today. Depending on the level of onshoring of manufacturing facilities, IRA government spending may vary significantly.

45X: We estimate a more aggressive build-up of battery and solar manufacturing facilities than that assumed by the CBO, leading to higher advanced manufacturing tax credits. The 45X provides $35 per kWh of capacity for battery cells and $10 per kWh of capacity for battery modules, which according to our Asia Batteries analysts is roughly equal to c.35%-42% of the cost of production of automotive batteries in the US. US battery manufacturing capacities amounted to c.75 GWh in 2022, and based on announced projects (see Exhibit 37), the current pipeline of battery plants amounts to c.900 GWh by 2030, with the vast majority of this announced capacity for manufacturing battery cells together with battery modules. We believe, Congress’s estimates assume a more conservative manufacturing facilities build-up. Similar to batteries, domestic solar manufacturing capacities are at early stage of development, with production of PV cell and wafers being virtually non-existent, we believe IRA incentives are likely to boost development of the industry, and we currently expect c.50GW of module capacity, c.30GW of cell capacity and c.15GW of polysilicon/wafer capacity by 2032. Overall, we assume 45X spending to 2032 at around $190 bn, significantly higher than the CBO’s estimate of $37 bn.
Clean vehicle tax credits: the magnitude of the incentive program will depend on the speed of EV adoption, and critical materials and battery components requirements to be published in March 2023. For 2023, the IRS published 21 EV car models eligible for tax credits, which make up c.75% of EV sales in the US (with the rest being either outside the incentive price range or assembled outside the USA), on our estimates. In December 2022, the US Department of Treasury issued a press release commenting that it expects to issue a notice of proposed rule making on the critical materials and battery components requirements for the clean vehicles-related credits in March 2023. As a result, the restrictions in the IRA related to battery components and materials will only go into effect once the guidance is issued, per the press release. We believe more vehicles would therefore be eligible for full IRA credits in early 2023, albeit for a limited time.

To estimate potential IRA incentives for EVs, we look at US self-sufficiency in key critical materials, at anodes and cathodes as key battery components, and battery assembly. Widespread EV battery chemistries (NCA, NCM, LFP) primarily depend on five critical minerals: lithium, cobalt, manganese, nickel, and graphite. We look at US self-sufficiency including free-trade countries across nickel and lithium given they constitute >50% of total mineral cost. For lithium, the US has multiple sourcing options for lithium, despite limited local production, given the country’s free trade agreements with Australia, Chile and Canada (these countries account for >80% of global lithium supply), and our EV battery team estimates US lithium self-sufficiency (incl. free-trade countries) to well exceed 100% in 2023-2032. For nickel, we note that mine nickel supply from Canada, Australia and the US amounted to c.300kt in 2022, and US recycling volumes are c.100kt (link), implying >100% self-sufficiency to 2030E, based on the EV battery nickel demand we estimate (see section “The potential implications for metals demand”). Regarding battery manufacturing, c.50% of batteries sold in EVs are produced locally, and we expect this share to increase to c.90% by 2032, based on announced battery plants capacities and US battery demand. For cathodes/anodes, the US has limited domestic production capacity, given the dominance of Chinese producers, and our Battery team expect US self-sufficiency in cathode/anodes to
increase moderately to c.15-25% by 2030. To model potential IRA incentives, we assume 25% of cars are ineligible for tax credits based on price range/assembly outside the US, and that the share of cars eligible for the full $7.5k tax credit increases with the US’s increase in self-sufficiency in cathode/anode components (from c.7% in 2024E to 15% by 2032E). We assume the remainder (c.60%) will be eligible for a $3.75k tax credit, based on critical component criteria which we assume will apply to the rest of the cars. Overall, we arrive at average subsidy per vehicle of c.$3k for 2024-2032E, which coupled with our EV sales forecasts, results in c.$300 bn of cumulative tax incentives to 2032E on light-duty vehicle EVs and c.$90 bn on medium and heavy trucks, significantly higher than the $14 bn CBO estimate. We also note that share of eligible EVs and total clean vehicle tax credits might be subject to change post the release of guidance from the Department of Treasury in March’23, and we provide sensitivity analysis (Exhibit 39) to show the range of fiscal impacts of the IRA program from clean vehicle tax credits.

Are there upper limits on IRA tax incentives? We note in line with our GS SUSTAIN team’s report that the CBO numbers are estimates of the potential budgetary impact as a result of the IRA tax credits. These impacts can come in the form of direct spending (in the case of credits with the direct pay option) or loss of Federal tax revenue. The tax incentive in the IRA that has a funding cap is the Advanced energy project credit, which
was allocated $10bn. We also note that absolute amounts of grants programs for agriculture/clean air/etc. are stated in the IRA (c.$120bn). For all other credits, mainly tax credits, there is no cap, and the actual budgetary impact over 10 years could be substantially different from the current CBO estimates.

How likely are IRA changes post-2024 if there is a shift to a Republican-led executive and legislative branch? Both investors and corporates have asked about the risk of potential changes to IRA incentives if the Republican party were to control the executive branch and both houses of Congress post the 2024 election. Our GS Sustain team along with our Washington economic research team believe that an effective tax increase via eliminating incentives is less likely. They note that many of the incentives highlighted as potentially transformative — such as Carbon Capture and Hydrogen — are likely, in their view, to be deployed meaningfully in states such as Texas and Louisiana, reflecting the location of industrial infrastructure, states in which the majority of elected leaders to the House and Senate are typically Republicans.

We estimate that CO2 savings resulting from IRA incentives and induced investments to 2032 will amount to 22 gigatonnes, implying a $52/t cost of CO2 abated. We estimate how many tonnes of CO2 will be abated by IRA incentives and the implied CO2 abatement price. We expect CO2 savings from IRA incentives and induced investments to 2032 to amount to 22 gigatonnes (including the CO2 savings beyond 2032 from the investments taken by 2032), with half coming from additional solar and wind capacity. The theoretical unit cost of CO2 abated for the government, on our estimates, will amount to $52/t, assuming $1.2 trn of government incentives to 2032. This CO2 abatement price varies by technology: while for solar and onshore wind the implied CO2 price is less than $25/t, for hydrogen, EVs and biofuels this number exceeds $100/t (reflecting the harder-to-abate nature of these emissions and relative technological immaturity).

Exhibit 41: We expect the IRA to incentivize 22 Gt of CO2 emission abatement...
Cumulative CO2 savings to 2032E; US, bridge by tech/sector

Exhibit 42: CO2 implied abatement price is $52/t, with RES generation at the lower end and hydrogen and EVs/biofuels at the higher end
Implied CO2 abatement price, US/t
IRA has transformed the Carbonomics cost curve, lowering it by 75%

In our deep-dive de-carbonization report, we had introduced in detail our Carbonomics carbon abatement cost curves. The Carbonomics cost curves show the reduction potential and carbon abatement cost for anthropogenic GHG emissions through >100 different applications of GHG conservation and sequestration technologies across all key emitting sectors in the region the cost curve is addressing. In this report, we introduce the first Carbonomics de-carbonization cost curve for the USA and also show the transformation of the cost curve, incorporating US IRA tax credits and other incentives, presented in Exhibit 43 below.

Overall, we expect all the key technologies addressed in our de-carbonization cost curve to play a role in facilitating the path to net zero, each in their respective sector. The speed of de-carbonization in each sector is largely dependent on the current carbon abatement cost and state of readiness of the available clean technologies presented in our Carbonomics cost curve. As such, in our models for US energy and emissions evolution on the path to net zero, different sectors de-carbonize at different speeds and have a different carbon budget allocation, depending on their relative cost positioning and readiness on our de-carbonization cost curve. We note that our Carbonomics cost curve of de-carbonization is not static, and is expected to evolve over time as the costs of existing technologies continue to change, and as technological innovation leads to the addition of further de-carbonization technologies across sectors. As such, our energy evolution and net zero models are also dynamic, and are expected to evolve over time as technological innovation and focus on de-carbonization continues.

Exhibit 43: The IRA has transformed the cost curve of the US bringing most technologies in the money, especially in the transportation and buildings sectors

US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions, based on current technologies and current costs, assuming economies of scale for technologies in the pilot phase prior and after IRA

The IRA has transformed the cost curve of the US, bringing most technologies in the money, especially in the transportation and buildings sectors.

As shown in the exhibit below, our USA 2023 Carbonomics cost curve shows a significant shift down after the incorporation of tax credits and other incentives provided
by the IRA, primarily attributed to the lower abatement carbon cost for transport and buildings. The transport sector has notably moved to the lower end of the cost curve, with more technologies moving into the money (such as Hydrogen FCEV long-haul trucks, EV trucks short-haul and passenger urban/rural EVs). Exhibit 27 shows the decrease in carbon abatement price of various technologies used to decarbonize the transportation sector, associated with the implementation of IRA. The decreases are primarily driven by the modified tax credit for new EV purchases (a maximum credit of $7,500 per vehicle), tax credit for commercial clean vehicles, with battery capacity of not less than 15 kWh (the credit is capped at $40,000 or $7,500 for vehicles weighing less than 14,000 pounds) and the extension of tax credit for biofuels, and the creation of a new sustainable aviation fuel credit. Additionally, the 45V PTC for clean hydrogen of up to $3/kg of hydrogen introduced in the IRA should also have a positive impact on the US transport carbon cost curve, benefiting FCEVs and hydrogen trains adoption.

Buildings is another sector sees a significant shift on the cost curve after the introduction of the IRA. Exhibit 47 shows the decrease in the carbon abatement price of various technologies used to decarbonize the buildings sector, associated with the implementation of the IRA. This is primarily driven by residential clean energy tax credits, energy-efficient home improvement credits and energy-efficient commercial building credits, mainly benefiting the purchase price of heat pumps and hydrogen boilers.

_**Exhibit 44:** The IRA has transformed the cost curve of de-carbonization for the USA, pushing it down 75% US carbon abatement cost curve for anthropogenic GHG emissions, based on current technologies and current costs, assuming economies of scale for technologies in the pilot phase prior to, and after, the IRA._
The IRA also supports decarbonization of power generation through the carbon capture tax credit (an extension of the 45Q tax credit for CCUS which also increases its scope to include direct air capture), the introduction of the 30% ITC for utility-scale battery storage technologies, the extension and modification of the investment tax credit (ITC) for renewable electricity, and the reintroduction of the solar PTC and 45V PTC for clean hydrogen. The increased rate of investment tax credit for both solar/wind energy, greater clarity on the longevity of credits, and new options for solar power to apply a PTC instead of an ITC, should contribute to a visible decrease in the carbon price of solar and on/offshore wind technologies in our view.
The industrial sector has been also positively impacted by IRA incentives, which is primarily driven by an increase and extension of the carbon capture (45Q) tax credit, benefiting ammonia CCUS (it has moved into money after the increase in 45Q credit), cement, chemicals, steel and non-ferrous metals CCUS. While significantly improved, we do not expect the new 45Q to make CCUS fully economic in all applications. However, it should accelerate investment in projects that are lower on the cost curve. Moreover, the 45V PTC for clean hydrogen of up to $3/kg of hydrogen has decreased the carbon price of switching to green hydrogen in ammonia by c.95%, in other chemicals by c.75% and switching to hydrogen based DRI-EAF from coal BF-BOF for iron and steel by c.60%, we estimate.

Renewable power and clean hydrogen are two dominant technologies leading decarbonization of the US energy system. Examining the emerging technologies that could meaningfully transform the de-carbonization cost curve, it becomes evident to us...
that access to renewable power is a critical de-carbonization component, driving the de-carbonization of c.67% of current US emissions. Clean hydrogen (we assume 50/50 blue/green hydrogen for the US split) is also currently at the forefront of this technological challenge: based on our analysis, it has the potential to transform c.15% of the total global GHG emissions in our cost curve, and can be attractively positioned in a number of transportation, industrial, power generation and heating applications.

Exhibit 53: Access to renewable power is critical, driving the de-carbonization of c.67% of current US emissions
GHG emissions de-carbonization cost curve with orange indicating technologies reliant on access to renewable power (clean electricity)

Exhibit 54: Clean hydrogen is also important, aiding the de-carbonization of c.15% of US GHG emissions on our estimates
Carbonomics cost curve with emissions abatement potential attributed to clean hydrogen indicated

Reduction of emissions and path to net zero

A more sustainable energy system: A path consistent with the emission reduction ambitions of net zero by 2050
Our model for the USA’s energy evolution is consistent with the long-term strategy of the USA, targeting net zero by 2050. Our USA model addresses all key emitting sectors in the region: power generation, buildings (residential, commercial), transport (light, medium and heavy-duty road transport, transit vehicles, aviation, rail and marine), industry (including industrial combustion, industrial processes, fuel extraction and other fugitive and waste emissions) and agriculture. This enables us not only to model energy and process technological evolution by industry, but also to track and estimate the resulting overall emissions (both energy and process) stemming from each of these industries, and the broader USA region considered in our analysis.

The emissions profile resulting from our model of the USA’s energy evolution is shown in Exhibit 55. It shows a c.40% GHG emissions reduction vs. the 2005 level for the region by 2030, and net zero by 2050.

With regard to emissions accounting, we include in our emissions profile the contribution of the land-use change and forestry (LULUCF) sector, and direct air capture with carbon storage (DACCS), consistent with the long-term strategy of the USA to remove 1,000-1,8000 MtCO2eq per year in 2050.

We estimate this investment to deliver a 27% reduction of emissions by 2030 (vs. 2021) and a c.40% reduction (vs. 2005) and will lead the USA to net zero carbon by
In the US, the greatest volumes of GHG emissions come from transport (30%), power generation (25%) and industry (25%), accounting for c.80% overall.

Transportation: a deep dive into the path to net zero carbon

Transportation sits at the lower end of the cost curve after the implementation of IRA, with the sector responsible for c.28% of the US’s final energy consumption and c.28% of net US GHG emissions. As part of our analysis, we lay out the evolution of oil and biofuels demand and the de-carbonization path for US transportation, as shown in Exhibit 57 addressing all key transportation modes: light-duty vehicles, medium and heavy-duty trucks and buses, rail, transit, aviation and marine transport. We highlight that the speed of energy transformation and de-carbonization varies depending on the transport mode, largely driven by the difference in costs and technological readiness of the available clean alternatives required for each sub-sector. Light-duty vehicles and rail (which is already largely de-carbonized through electrification) are the two transport modes with a faster relative de-carbonization, given the readiness and rising scale of the clean technologies for both (electrification). Conversely, aviation decarbonizes at a slower pace, given the still largely undeveloped or early stage development de-carbonization alternatives (sustainable aviation fuels, synthetic fuels, clean hydrogen and ammonia/methanol), which we expect to enjoy large uptake in adoption, owing to IRA tax credits and incentives. We further address how the fuel mix of the energy consumption of transport evolves over time in our US energy evolution model and present the results in Exhibit 58.

Overall, electricity increases its share in total transport energy consumption to c.50% by 2050E. Bioenergy, clean hydrogen & hydrogen-derived fuels (synthetic fuels, ammonia/methanol) all emerge as important energy sources for transportation, particularly for shipping, aviation and heavy long-haul heavy transport (lorries).
Power generation: a deep dive into the path to net zero carbon

Power generation is the most vital component of the USA’s energy evolution and net zero path, with the sector contributing a quarter of total anthropogenic GHG emissions in the region. The role of power generation is, in our view, only likely to increase in the coming decades, as the penetration and pace of electrification is rapidly increasing across sectors as these progressively follow their own energy evolution and de-carbonization path, including, amongst others, the electrification of road transport, buildings, industrial manufacturing processes and low-temperature industrial heat. Overall, we expect total US demand for electricity generation to more than double (vs. 2021) and surpass 10,500 TWh, as the de-carbonization process unfolds and electricity forms c.35% of the overall US final energy consumption mix.

Based on our US Carbonomics cost curve analysis, power generation currently dominates the low end of the carbon abatement cost spectrum, with plenty of technologies already being in money, with renewable power technologies already developed at scale and having costs that have fallen rapidly over the past decade,
making them competitive with fossil fuel power generation technologies in the US. As shown in Exhibit 64, the transformation of power in the US has already started, and has accelerated over the past decade with renewable power the most critical component of the mix moving forward. Based on our US energy evolution model, we estimate that the share of renewables in the US power mix will rise from c.20% currently (2021, including solar and wind, hydro, bioenergy and renewable waste) to c.50% by 2030, and >85% by 2050.

Exhibit 61: We estimate that total demand for power in the US will increase 2.5 times to 2050...

US electricity generation (TWh)

Exhibit 62: ...as it forms a critical part of the energy evolution and de-carbonization route for other sectors such as the electrification of transport, buildings, industry, production of green hydrogen...

US electricity bridge to 2050E (TWh)

Exhibit 63: ...and its share in the US final energy mix rising, reaching c.34% of the US final energy consumption, from c.13% currently

US final energy consumption mix per our US energy evolution model (%)

Exhibit 64: The transformation of the power generation mix has already started and we expect it to accelerate from here with renewable energy having the most critical role to play...

US electricity generation mix (%)
Buildings: a deep dive into the path to net zero carbon

Buildings, both residential and commercial, account for c.40% of final energy consumption in the US, with the energy mix currently dominated by electricity and natural gas (primarily for heating). Whilst the key technologies that govern energy evolution and de-carbonization of buildings in the near and medium term are readily available, including electric heat pumps (air and ground source) and residential solar, geothermal, and bioenergy, the long lifespan of buildings makes the need for comparatively costly retrofits essential to achieve net zero emissions by 2050, particularly for residential buildings where the switch is largely reliant on consumer preference. As such, any aspiration for gross zero emissions in buildings has to come with the need for an accelerated pace of retrofits.

Our energy evolution model for US incorporates a step change in the pace of acceleration of energy efficiency, as well as the flexibility of the stock and a shift away from fossil fuels. The former can be achieved by a combination of measures,
including the switch to best-available technology (BAT) across appliances such as heat pumps, hydrogen boilers, insulation (cavity wall, floor), automation and smart meters, and will largely be governed by underlying building codes and standards. The latter is largely dependent on the cost and availability of clean alternative technologies.

Overall, as shown in Exhibit 69, electricity accounts for around a half of the total final energy consumption of buildings, and we expect its share to reach c.65% by 2050, whilst the share of direct renewable energy, such as residential solar, geothermal and bioenergy, is also increasing over time, reaching >32% by 2050E. Solar power/bioenergy consumption is expected to increase strongly from 2%/3% to 17%/14%. This implies, on our estimates, more than 50 million heat pumps being installed across the US by 2030. Increasing heat pump installations and solar modules, coupled with increased spending on efficiency and insulation, contribute to c.$1.8 trn of cumulative infrastructure investments for buildings in the USA by 2050 (mostly retrofits) in our analysis.

Exhibit 69: The current final energy consumption of buildings is dominated by electricity and natural gas consumption, each accounting for c.46%/40% of the final energy consumption across total buildings (residential and commercial). USA Buildings final energy consumption (PJ)

Exhibit 70: ...with electrification and solar power dominating the energy mix longer term, each representing c.65%/17% of the mix respectively...
USA Buildings final energy consumption mix in buildings (%)

Exhibit 71: ...solar modules demand increasing 3-fold by 2030E and 6-fold by 2050E...
Cumulative solar PV installed in US (GW)

Exhibit 72: ...and heat pump installations surpassing 50 mn by 2030E
Heat pumps installed in the US (mn)
Industry: a deep dive into the path to net zero carbon

The industrial sector accounts for c.28% of the US’s final energy consumption, making it the third-largest energy consuming industry in the US after power generation and transport. The sector contributed almost a quarter of gross GHG emissions in 2021. The industrial sector for the purpose of this analysis incorporates all of industrial combustion, industrial processes, waste and other fugitive emissions (including those associated with the extraction and refining of fossil fuels).

We believe US industry, similar to the transport and buildings sectors, will have to undergo a technological revolution on its path to net zero, with the key levers of this transformation being energy efficiency, electrification, hydrogen, circular economy and CCUS (for sectors where an alternative energy source does not drive the complete abatement of emissions, such as in processes such as cement production). Overall, our model for US industry points to a long-term share of electricity of c.45% and bioenergy, both in the form of biogas and biomass (c.15%) as shown in Exhibit 75, with bioenergy being vital for heavy industries where direct electrification is not possible given the high temperatures involved in these industrial processes.
The energy evolution of US industry will differ both in both pace and technological and fuel mix, depending on the specific process and its characteristics. More broadly, US industrial energy consumption is split fairly evenly between low- and medium-temperature heat processes such as oil refining, paper and broader manufacturing, and high-temperature heat processes, primarily heavy industry such as iron and steel, non-metallic minerals and non-ferrous metals manufacturing, as well as petrochemicals. Whilst energy and material efficiency (including circular economy and waste management) will likely be relevant for all industrial sub-segments, we note that the dominant technologies and ultimate energy mix will differ for each type of industrial process. Overall, we view electrification as likely to be the dominant source of energy for low temperature heat processes (such as broader equipment manufacturing), whilst molecular sources of energy including bioenergy, hydrogen and hydrocarbons retrofitted with carbon capture are likely to dominate high temperature processes for which full electrification is not possible with existing technologies at scale.

Exhibit 76: US industry is split between low and high temperature processes...
US industry final energy consumption split by sub-industry and type of process, 2021

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Overall, our US industry energy model is consistent with a notable acceleration of industrial GHG emissions reduction (including industrial combustion, processes, fugitive and waste emissions). We note nonetheless that gross industrial GHG emissions never reach absolute zero, given the harder-to-abate process emissions across key sectors, making the need for LULUCF (defined earlier in this report and including natural sinks) important for net zero for the region. The overall profile of US industrial emissions is presented in Exhibit 79, including fugitive and other waste emissions.

Exhibit 77: ...making the need for both electrification but also molecular energy sources for its de-carbonization and energy evolution

Example of industrial processes by heat temperature and ways of decarbonization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat temperature</th>
<th>Examples of processes</th>
<th>Available clean technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c.12% Very high-temperature heat &gt;1,000 degrees</td>
<td>Calcination of limestone for cement production Melting in glass furnace Reheating for slab in hot strip mill</td>
<td>Fossil fuels + CCUS Bioenergy Clean hydrogen Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.37% High-temperature heat 400-1,000 degrees</td>
<td>Steam reforming and cracking in petrochemicals (ammonia, methanol)</td>
<td>Fossil fuels + CCUS Bioenergy Clean hydrogen Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.36% Medium-temperature heat 100-400 degrees</td>
<td>Oil refining Broader manufacturing</td>
<td>Fossil fuels + CCUS Bioenergy Clean hydrogen Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.15% Low-temperature heat &lt; 100 degrees and other unclassified</td>
<td>Washing, rinsing, food preparation Broader manufacturing</td>
<td>Fossil fuels + CCUS Bioenergy Clean hydrogen Electricity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applicable and currently available at large scale
Applicable but not yet at large scale
Not applicable

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 78: Clean hydrogen, CCUS, electrification, and the circular economy drive buildings’ carbon emissions lower
US industrial total GHG/CO2 emissions (MtCO2eq)

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 79: Industrial emissions stem from a very diverse range of sources and industries, requiring an ecosystem of de-carbonization technologies, including carbon offsets, to achieve net zero GHG emissions by 2050E
US industrial GHG emissions (MtCO2eq)

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
A run through by technology (renewables, EVs, Hydrogen, CCUS, biofuels)

As we have highlighted numerous times in our Carbonomics research series and our global net zero models, we believe that the energy evolution and path to net zero calls for an evolution of the de-carbonization process from one dimensional (renewable power) to a multi-dimensional ecosystem. Four more technologies are emerging as transformational in our view, in addition to renewable power: hydrogen, bioenergy (including the role of biogas), battery energy storage, and carbon sequestration (both natural sinks and carbon capture). All of these will, in our view, be required to help the stability and resilience of the energy path we envisage for the US.

Renewable power generation is a key driver of the path to net zero carbon. However, it suffers from two key problems that need to be addressed: intermittency and seasonality. As the growth in renewable power accelerates, intraday and seasonal variability has to be addressed through energy storage solutions. To reach full replacement of coal and natural gas and de-carbonization of power markets, we believe two key technologies will likely contribute to solving the energy storage challenge: utility-scale batteries and hydrogen, each having a complementary role, with batteries addressing intermittency and hydrogen addressing seasonality. We incorporate both of these technologies in our energy evolution path for the US. This low carbon infrastructure however will require time to be built. Until the relevant energy storage infrastructure (networks and smart grids) and technologies (utility scale batteries and hydrogen) are ready to support an increasingly electrified energy economy, we argue that both natural gas and nuclear power have a role to play in the near term, to enable a smooth energy transition and help avoid a power crunch.

Exhibit 80: We expect US hydrogen consumption to rise multi-fold on the path to net zero...

Exhibit 81: ...complementing the rising need for utility-scale batteries to support an increasingly intermittent renewable power-dominated grid

Renewables: the key pillar on the decarbonization path

Renewables is the most vital component for any net zero path

Power generation is an important component of the US’s energy evolution and net zero...
path, with the sector contributing to c.25% of total GHG emissions. The role of power generation is, in our view, only likely to increase in the coming decades, as the penetration and pace of electrification is rapidly increasing across sectors as these progressively follow their own energy evolution and de-carbonization path, including, amongst others, the electrification of road transport, buildings, industrial manufacturing processes and low-temperature industrial heat. Overall, we expect total US demand for electricity generation to more than double (vs. that of 2021) and surpass 10,000 TWh as the de-carbonization process unfolds and electricity forms c.75% of the overall US final energy consumption mix.

Based on our US Carbonomics cost curve analysis, power generation currently dominates the lower end of the carbon abatement cost spectrum, with renewable power technologies already developed at scale and costs that have fallen rapidly over the past decade making them competitive with fossil fuel power generation technologies. **Currently, solar and wind are the cheapest electricity sources in the US, and the IRA is marginal to further cost reduction, as it mostly extends existing credits.** Based on our model, we estimate that the share of renewables in the US power mix will rise from c.15% currently (2021, including solar and wind, bioenergy and renewable waste, excl. nuclear and hydro) to >40% by 2030 and >80% by 2050.

As the growth in renewable power accelerates, intraday and seasonal variability has to be addressed through energy storage solutions, as highlighted in an earlier section of this report. To reach full de-carbonization of power markets, we believe two key technologies will likely contribute to solving the energy storage challenge: utility-scale batteries and hydrogen, each having a complementary role. We incorporate both of these technologies in our model for US energy evolution. Energy storage and the need for extensive network infrastructure is a particularly important consideration as demand for power generation growth accelerates, to ensure a resilient global energy ecosystem.

**Battery storage: IRA is transformational for utility-scale battery storage**

The IRA added standalone energy storage to the list of technologies that qualify for the energy investment tax credit and raised the credit rate to 30% versus 26% previously. The issue of intermittency has always been a critical weakness to renewables such as wind and solar, as they cannot reliably supply energy throughout the 24 hours of a day. However, there was not a prior investment tax credit for utility-scale energy storage. The IRA now adds energy storage to its ITC and has raised the overall rate of the credit to 30% (previously 26% in 2022, 22% in 2023). According to estimates from our Clean Energy team, the levelized cost of utility-scale storage incorporating on a net basis the new ability to apply the ITC is expected to be $74 per MWh in 2023. This represents a 43% reduction relative to 2020 costs, when there was no ITC for storage.
The power generation investment opportunity: Higher capital intensity of renewable power and the rising importance of energy storage and networks infrastructure pave the way for a c.$6.7 trn investment opportunity

Earlier in this report, we highlighted the substantial potential investment creation opportunity associated with the US energy evolution path. Renewable power generation acts as a major contributor to this infrastructure investment opportunity. This is mainly attributed to the higher capital-intensity of these technologies and their associated infrastructure, compared with traditional fossil fuel energy developments. In the exhibits that follow, we present the capital intensity (capex) per unit of output energy for each type of power generation technology. We present the results both in units of capex per flowing unit of energy (US$/GJ of peak energy capacity) and per unit of energy over the life of the asset (US$/GJ). This shows higher capital intensity per unit of energy as we move to cleaner alternatives for power generation. However, this does not necessarily translate into higher costs for the consumer, thanks to the availability of cheap financing, lower opex and IRA incentives, compared with traditional hydrocarbon developments. In fact, in the current commodity price landscape, renewable power on aggregate improves the affordability of power.

As the growth in renewable power accelerates, intraday and seasonal variability has to be addressed through energy storage solutions, as highlighted in an earlier section of this report. To reach full de-carbonization of power markets, we believe two key technologies will likely contribute to solving the energy storage challenge: utility-scale batteries and hydrogen, each having a complementary role. We incorporate both of these technologies in our model for Europe’s energy evolution. Energy storage and the need for extensive network infrastructure is a particularly important consideration.
as demand for power generation growth accelerates, to ensure a resilient global energy ecosystem.

Exhibit 83: Renewable clean technologies in power generation have higher capital intensity compared with traditional fossil fuel sources, based on per flowing unit of energy...
Capex per flowing unit of energy (US$/GJ), latest available data

Exhibit 84: ...and over the lifetime of the asset
Capex per unit of energy over the life of the asset (US$/GJ) for each technology, latest available data

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

45X credit to boost US solar manufacturing capacities
45X credit provides incentives for US solar and wind components manufacturers. Components that qualify for the new credit include solar panels, inverters, trackers, wind turbines, and batteries. According to our Clean Energy team, these credits represent roughly >40% of the current cost for solar panels, 20%-50% for inverters (depending on the inverter), and 15%-20% for trackers. These credit would begin to phase down in 2031 and end by 2033.

Solar: Over 20GW of additional module and cell manufacturing capacity has been announced since the passage of the IRA. According to our Clean Technology Team, following the passage of the IRA, there have been a multitude of announcements from solar and storage suppliers to build new US capacity. Some of the most notable announcements have come from module suppliers which are building new GW-scale factories to take advantage of lucrative manufacturing credits. Overall, over 20GW of additional module and cell manufacturing capacity has been announced since the passage of the IRA, according to PVTech. While currently, domestic solar manufacturing capacities are at early stage of development, with production of PV cell and wafers being virtually non-existent, we believe IRA incentives are likely to boost development of the industry, and we currently expect c.50GW of module capacity, c.30GW of cell capacity and c.15GW of poly/wafer capacity by 2032. Overall, we estimate investment in domestic solar manufacturing at $13bn, and c.$30bn of government incentives by 2032.
**Electric vehicles**

**Charging and refueling infrastructure critical for the transformation of transport: we estimate a c.$0.8 trn infrastructure investment opportunity in US**

The ability to facilitate the energy evolution of transport envisaged, with a rapid uptick of electrification and alternative fuels, calls for substantial infrastructure investments. We estimate this at $0.7 trn cumulatively to 2050, of which $0.6 trn accounts for EV/PHEV charging and $0.1 trn for refueling stations. This is imperative for the increasing number of public and private chargers, as well as alternative fuels refueling stations.

**Exhibit 86: We estimate overall investment in domestic solar manufacturing at $13bn and c.$30bn of government incentives by 2032**

Solar tax credits and investments in domestic solar manufacturing capacity, $ bn

**Exhibit 87: The energy evolution of transport requires, on our estimates, c.$0.7 trn in charging and refueling infrastructure investments**

Charging connections in the US (mn units)

**US EV battery plants: potential onshoring on the back of 45X credit**

The IRA effectively lowers the US domestic battery cost curve by US$45/kWh. The US IRA may reshape the battery cost curve by supporting local battery suppliers — in the case of the US market, the IRA offers a US$45/kWh credit for locally manufactured
battery cells and modules, effectively lowering the domestic cost curve by US$45/kWh (Exhibit 88). The nickel-manganese-cobalt (NCM), and nickel-cobalt-aluminium (NCA) batteries manufactured in the US were previously less cost-competitive than lithium-iron-phosphate (LFP) battery exports from China, but are now at large cost advantage vs. Chinese exports, according to our Battery team.

We currently estimate c.900 GWh by 2032, from c.75 GWh currently of EV battery plants capacity, which implies c.90% self-sufficiency by 2032. Currently, there are c.9,00 GWh of EV battery cells projects announced in the US, and we note that >50% of these are post FID. Additionally, we see companies starting to accelerate investment decisions to build EV battery plants in the US. We estimate a c.$70 bn initial capital investment in EV battery plant manufacturing capacity by 2032, and c.$130 bn of government incentives by 2032, in the form production tax credits.

Exhibit 88: The IRA effectively lowers the US domestic automotive battery cost curve by $45/kWh
In a global battery capacity surplus, policies like the US IRA support local manufacturing against Chinese exports

Exhibit 89: Even accounting for risk of higher labour and capex inflation, the advanced manufacturing tax credits can be a significant potential tailwind to profitability for battery companies

Exhibit 90: Capacity additions set to accelerate in the US, driven partially by self-sufficiency incentives

Exhibit 91: We estimate c.$70 bn of initial capital investment in EV battery plant manufacturing capacity by 2032 and c.$130 bn of government incentives by 2032
EV battery plant capex and 45X credits, $ bn

Market shares for LGES and SKI not adjusted for JV stake

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
**Korean battery companies are key enabler for US battery onshoring**

We see the IRA of 2022 as a significant positive for Korean battery makers which are rapidly expanding capacities in the US (we forecast their market share to grow in the US from 11% in 2021 to 55% in 2025E) after years of building know-how and also fast enabling localization of the supply chain.

Based on already announced projects, we forecast the Korean battery makers’ market share will grow in the US from 11% in 2021 to 55% in 2025 (including the stakes of JV partners). We see limited competition risks for Korean battery makers in the US, as the local ecosystem is still evolving, while Chinese battery makers’ expansion plans within the US have been more limited.

**Light-duty road transport vehicles: Electrification at the heart of the transport evolution**

We believe road transport is at the start of its most significant technological change in a century, with electrification, autonomous driving and clean hydrogen at the core of the de-carbonization challenge. For light-duty vehicles (LDVs) transport (primarily constituting passenger vehicles, special purpose vehicles, motorcycles, commercial vehicles and short/medium-haul trucks), we consider electrification the key de-carbonization technology. Overall, we estimate that the total LDV US road fleet (including passenger vehicles, short and medium-haul trucks) will increase c.25% by 2050 (from a 2021 base), with new energy vehicles (NEVs, including all of BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs) reaching 100% penetration in the road transport fleet by 2050, as shown in US passenger LDVs fleet (mn vehicles) Exhibit 92 for a path consistent with net zero emissions by 2050.

While we project considerable growth in pure battery vehicles in the ultimate de-carbonization solution for light road transport (essential for a net zero path), we expect multi-energy powertrain to also play a role in the facilitation of this transition, accounting for a considerable portion of sales and the fleet over the next 20 years. Multi-energy vehicles include plug-in hybrid EV (PHEVs), range-extended EVs, and light emission hybrid cars (HEVs). Overall, considering all NEV types, our net zero path requires NEV penetration in the light-duty road transport fleet reaching 20% by 2030, close to 70% by 2040, and 100% by 2050. NEV sales make up 25%/70%/98% of total LDV sales by 2025/30/35E respectively, effectively reaching zero carbon intensity in LDV sales by 2035, as shown in Exhibit 93. We primarily focus on the evolution of the fleet for the purpose of emission accounting in this analysis, with the fleet evolution reliant on both vehicles sales and retirements, as it is ultimately the penetration in the fleet that directly translates into transport emissions.
IRA: clean vehicle tax credit to meaningfully decrease price difference between ICE and EV cars

The IRA has introduced considerable tax credits for clean vehicles, significantly decreasing the price difference between EV and ICE cars. According to reports, the current average retail price of an EV car is c.$65k (link), while the average price of an ICE car is c.$49k (link), according to Kelley Blue Book estimates. The IRA introduces clean vehicle tax credits for consumers of up to c.$7.5k, which address up to c.50% of the average price difference between ICE and EV cars. To qualify for any light vehicle consumer credits under the IRA, the vehicle must meet several new provisions, including final assembly in North America, meet a certain price threshold depending on the vehicle type (all SUVs/pickup trucks/vans must have an MSRP below $80k, all other vehicles (e.g., sedans) must have an MSRP below $55k), and buyers must qualify based on modified gross income limitations. In addition, the vehicle must have a certain percentage of its battery materials from the US, or countries with which the US has a...
free trade agreement (worth $3,750 of the credit). Additionally, a certain percentage of battery components need to be from North America (also $3,750 of the credit), and those percentages increase over time.

Heavy-duty road transport: competitive landscape encompassing electrification, bioenergy and potential clean hydrogen

While we believe that electric vehicles screen as the most attractive de-carbonization solution for LDV applications, including short and medium-haul transport, we believe that the space becomes more competitive once we look to address heavier segments of the transportation market, primarily buses and lorries. We note that both bioenergy and clean hydrogen could be key competing technologies when long-haul heavy transport is considered (primarily lorries), given its high energy content per unit mass and shorter refueling time. Although the FCEVs (fuel cell electric vehicles) global stock was estimated (by IEA) to be around 51,600 at the end of 2021, owing to a limited product offering, non-competitive price points and little infrastructure, we see the recent policy drive towards de-carbonization as a reason to reconsider the potential for FCEVs. Despite small absolute volumes, the growth of FCEVs could accelerate notably, particularly in heavy long-haul transport applications, buses and forklifts.

Overall we model considerable growth in both electric vehicles and FCEVs as the penetration of both overtakes internal combustion engine vehicles in the coming decades for buses and heavy-duty lorries, as presented in Exhibit 98. However, the shift in the fleet mix for heavy-duty vehicles starts later than the transition in LDVs, given the lower product offering and the need for further technological innovation (in the case of long-haul large capacity batteries) and cost deflation (in the case of fuel cells). Overall, considering all NEV types, our net zero path requires NEV penetration in the medium and heavy vehicles transport fleet reaching 5% by 2030, 50% by 2040, and 100% by 2050. NEVs sales make up 26%/64%/97% of total LDV sales by 2030/35/40E respectively, broadly in line with the US government target to convert 30% of medium- and heavy-duty vehicle sales to zero emissions by 2030 and convert all new medium- and heavy-duty vehicle sales to zero-emission vehicles by 2040.

Exhibit 95: The IRA (assuming full $7.5k credit) could meaningfully decrease the price difference between ICE and BEV cars...

Exhibit 96: ...and we forecast a gradual improvement in battery cell costs will materialize post 2023
Exhibit 97: We expect the evolution of the medium and heavy fleet in US to be dominated by electrification and clean hydrogen...

US medium and heavy vehicles (mn units)

Exhibit 98: ...with the share of NEVs in the sales mix reaching 26% by 2030E and close to 100% by 2040E

US medium and heavy vehicles sales mix (%)

Source: US Bureau of transportation statistics, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 99: Shift in fleet mix for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles starts later than the transition in LDVs, given the lower product offering and the need for further technological innovation

US medium and heavy vehicles fleet mix (%)

Source: US Bureau of transportation statistics, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Exhibit 100: Hydrogen outperforms significantly when we compare the refueling times of FCEVs and BEVs at different kW charging ratings...

mins to refuel/recharge

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
In the exhibits below, we compare the total cost of ownership for ICE, BEV and FCEV, for heavy-duty long-haul trucks. As we look into heavy-road long-haul transport, we find the hydrogen proposition potentially competitive, with a TCO that is similar to that of BEV but benefiting from lower weight and faster refueling times. While both options remain more costly than conventional diesel ICE trucks, we expect technological innovation and cost deflation that generally comes on the back of economies of scale to reduce the costs of both technologies over time.

Hydrogen

The US Inflation Reduction Act is transformational for the economics of clean hydrogen. Clean hydrogen PTC significantly improve the economics of Green Hydrogen and, more modestly, Blue Hydrogen. The IRA introduces a production tax credit (PTC) for clean hydrogen of up to $3/kg of hydrogen, provided lifecycle CO2-equivalent emissions...
are not greater than 4 kgCO2-eq/kg of hydrogen produced. The PTC applies to clean hydrogen produced after 2022 at a qualifying facility on which construction starts before 2033. Hydrogen must be produced in the US, in the ordinary course of the taxpayer’s trade or business, and in compliance with other requirements as determined by the Secretary of the Treasury. The PTC appears to apply to all hydrogen produced in the US, even if such hydrogen is exported.

In the exhibit which follows, we illustrate the critical importance of PTC for clean hydrogen production economics. We present bars showing the levelised cost of producing brown, grey, blue and green hydrogen at various coal, natural gas and renewable power prices respectively without the use of any credits. We use a required cost of capital (IRR) of 8% for the purpose of this analysis and current costs of electrolysis equipment for green hydrogen. A $3/kgH2 production tax credit for green hydrogen (including the 500% multiplier) would make green hydrogen produced with a levelised cost of renewable power of <US$45/MWh (including their relevant PTC/ITC for renewables) already at cost parity with grey and blue hydrogen produced from natural gas at natural gas prices of c. US$7.5/mcf. This effectively fully bridges the cost gap between grey (fossil based) hydrogen and green hydrogen from renewable power.

Exhibit 104: The 45V production tax credit could prove to be a game-changer for clean hydrogen economics (both green and blue), bridging entirely the cost differential vs. grey hydrogen

Levelised cost of hydrogen production - LCOH ($/kgH2)

* LCOH figures based on current technology costs (ie. electrolysers) and with a required return of 8% (IRR). **45V PTC includes the multiplier impact. ***For blue hydrogen we assume up to 95% of the CO2 is captured.

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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economics and resource availability. For blue hydrogen, the availability of comparatively low-cost gas, in combination with carbon capture and onshore storage capabilities (lower cost than offshore), places the US in a key competitive position for the production and potential export of blue hydrogen. Similarly, low-cost renewable power availability in key parts of the US (solar and wind), combined with the tax credits available for the renewable power production (which can be used in addition to the 45V tax credit for hydrogen production), make green hydrogen competitive in key parts of the region (such as California), as shown in Exhibit 105. Overall, we estimate that c.30% of the global hydrogen market could end up being involved in international trade (cross-border transportation), with the US potentially also having a role in that market, depending on the level of domestic consumption. The 45V tax credits are available for all domestic production, including hydrogen volumes that are exported.

Exhibit 105: The US is one of the few regions globally where both ‘blue’ and ‘green’ hydrogen can be key competitive low carbon solutions, given the region’s comparatively low cost gas and onshore CO2 storage capabilities, as well as low-cost renewable power sources in key parts of the country, for blue and green hydrogen respectively

Potential evolution of an international clean hydrogen market

Source: Compiled by Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

The rise of the US green hydrogen economy: Bridging the gap between energy sustainability and energy resilience

Hydrogen has a critical role to play in any aspiring energy evolution path which largely relies on the resilience of an increasingly electrified energy system dependent on renewable sources. Hydrogen has a wide range of applications across sectors including, but not limited to, its potential use as an energy vector and storage (seasonal) solution that can extend electricity’s reach, industrial energy source and industrial process feedstock including its potential use in replacing coal in steel mills, serving as a building block for some primary chemicals and providing an additional clean fuel option for high temperature heat, and long-haul heavy transport. We estimate that clean hydrogen can constitute c.6% of US total final energy consumption, with its addressable market growing to c.70 Mtpa by 2050.
Clean hydrogen creates a c $0.5 trn cumulative investment opportunity for US clean hydrogen supply chain

Our US energy path consistent with ambitions to reach net zero by 2050 laid out for hydrogen calls for $0.5 trn of cumulative investments in the US hydrogen value chain to 2050. This figure captures investments in the direct supply chain of clean hydrogen, including investments required for its production (electrolyzers and CCUS for...
green and blue hydrogen, respectively), storage, distribution, transmission and global trade (import terminals). We note this is solely domestic US capex investments in the direct supply chain of clean hydrogen and does not include capex associated with end markets (industry, transport, buildings) or upstream capex associated with the power generation plants required for electricity generation for green hydrogen.

**We estimate IRA clean hydrogen incentives at $50bn to 2032 and $120bn to 2041** based on our expectations that clean hydrogen demand will increase from <1 mn t in 2022 to 6 mn t by 2032 and 27 mn t by 2040. We assume 50/50 blue and green hydrogen, with blue hydrogen qualifying for $1/kg production credit and green hydrogen — for $3/kg. Given hydrogen production facilities built before 2033 are eligible for PTC for 10 years of operation, we assume tax incentives last until 2041 (facilities put into operation in 2032 receive last subsidies in 2041).

**Exhibit 108:** We estimate c.$0.5 trn of cumulative US investments will be required in the clean hydrogen supply chain to 2050...
Cumulative investments in the domestic US clean hydrogen value chain to 2050E (US bn)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Investment (US bn)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrolysis and stack replacement</td>
<td>$278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipelines</td>
<td>$106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCUS</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>$46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import terminals</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cumulative investments on the domestic US clean hydrogen value chain</strong></td>
<td><strong>$500 bn</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit 109:** ...with electrolysis capacity making up the largest share of these investments
Installed electrolysis capacity required for US hydrogen consumption, GW

**Carbon capture**

**The cost of capture is highly process-specific with the US IRA tax credit amounts making carbon capture economically viable across a wider range of industries**

**The IRA substantially increases tax credits for direct carbon capture and more modestly for industrial carbon capture.** The IRA increased the 45Q credit to $85 per tonne for carbon sequestration, $60 per tonne for carbon sequestration with utilization such as enhanced oil recovery (EOR), and $180 per tonne for direct air capture (DAC). Under prior law, the credits would max out at $50 per metric ton for sequestered carbon and $35 per ton for sequestered carbon with EOR in 2026. The US IRA extends the Carbon Capture Credit to carbon capture-qualified projects that begin construction prior to January 1, 2033. It also reduces the minimum capture thresholds required to qualify for the credit, and notably increases the credit value per metric ton of CO2, particularly for DACCS projects and projects that do not use the captured CO2 for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) as shown in the following exhibit.
**Exhibit 110: The US IRA substantially increases the support for both industrial CCUS and direct air carbon capture (DACCS), with a higher credit rate, longer duration, greater payment type optionality, and captured volume thresholds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon capture source</th>
<th>CO2 utilisation and storage</th>
<th>Tax credit previously (start construction by 2026) US$/kg CO2</th>
<th>Tax credit US IRA (start construction by 2033) US$/kg CO2</th>
<th>Payment type previously</th>
<th>Payment type US IRA</th>
<th>Min CO2 volume captured previously</th>
<th>Min CO2 volume captured US IRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial source</td>
<td>Utilized, EOR</td>
<td>up to $35</td>
<td>up to $60</td>
<td>Direct payment for first 5 years and then tax credit for remaining 7 years OR Tax credit for all 12 years</td>
<td>Industrial: 100 ktpa</td>
<td>Power: 500 ktpa</td>
<td>Power: 18.8 ktpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial source</td>
<td>Direct sequestration</td>
<td>up to $50</td>
<td>up to $85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Air Capture</td>
<td>Utilized, EOR</td>
<td>up to $35</td>
<td>up to $130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Air Capture</td>
<td>Direct sequestration</td>
<td>up to $50</td>
<td>up to $180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The credit rates presented in this table are subject to the condition that certain prevailing wage/apprenticeship and other requirements are satisfied. These requirements are laid out in the official Act document.

Source: The Senate of the United States, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

**Cost curve suggests most impactful for fertilizer/petchem capture, select direct air capture opportunities.** In Exhibit 111, we show our estimated per metric ton cost ranges of CCS for different industries, according to data from the Global CCS Institute. On a global basis, the median cost of CCS for the majority of these industries is much higher than the $85/ton 45Q credit. In the US, many of the carbon capture opportunities being pursued are with industrial plants (ethanol, petrochemicals, steel), which could lead to an acceleration in investment. Additionally, the new higher threshold for direct air capture is likely to be supportive, but cost reductions/scale will be key. We estimate that additional IRA incentives compared to pre-IRA can account for 30%-60% of the cost of direct air capture (maximum impact is achieved at minimum $150/t levelized cost of DACCS and extra $95/t IRA incentive), 20%-40% for cement, iron & steel and power generation (NGCC, IGCC) and 70%-10% for ethanol/ammonia production, implying most impact for fertilizer/petchem capture.

One key factor in determining the cost of capturing is the concentration of carbon in the flue gas that is produced in the industrial combustion process. Other factors include the distances between capturing sites and storage sites (pipeline cost and carbon compression cost) and types of storage site used (onshore vs. offshore).
The revival of the carbon capture industry: We identify more than 100Mtpa of large-scale projects in the pipeline in the US

Despite their critical role to any aspirational path aiming to reach net zero by 2050, carbon capture technologies have been to date largely under-invested. We nonetheless believe in the return of interest in the technology, following a lost decade, with more projects under development. Currently, we identify more than 25 commercial scale CCS facilities operating globally (mostly in the US, Canada, the UK and Norway), with total capacity around 40Mtpa. We believe the US could be a region of key competitive cost advantage in carbon capture, owing to its onshore carbon storage and utilisation capabilities. Moreover, we are already starting to see a large portion of the current CCS projects pipeline focusing on new processes capture, such as power generation, industrial processes including chemicals, cement, oil refining and hydrogen production, as opposed to the traditional natural gas processing industrial separation. Overall, we identify >60Mtpa of large-scale projects in the pipeline in the US, with another 40 mtpa pipeline for projects of smaller-scale and pilot plants.

Source: Global CCS Institute CO2RE, data compiled by Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
We model >100 mt of carbon captured by 2032 and >700 mn t by 2050 driven by power generation, blue hydrogen and industrial applications

We expect carbon capture to pick up sharply, primarily driven by power generation and blue hydrogen production. Currently, there are c.20 mn t of carbon capture facilities operating in the US, majority of which (85%) capture CO2 from Oil & Gas operations, which are then either sold to industrial facilities or injected into the subsurface to boost oil recovery (enhanced oil recovery (EOR) technique). We expect carbon-captured volumes to increase dramatically to c.100 mn t by 2032 and 780 mn t by 2050, primarily driven by carbon-capture technology adoption in power generation, blue hydrogen production and industry. We see most carbon-capture facilities under development in the power generation sector, where coal/gas-fired power plants are adding carbon-capture facilities to reduce the CO2 footprint. We currently model c.5% of 2050 power generation mix being from natural gas power plants combined with CCUS facilities (540 TWh). Assuming c.0.4 t CO2/MWh of natural gas power generation, and a 90% capture rate, this implies c.190 mn t of carbon captured during natural gas generation by 2050. For clean hydrogen, we expect c.70 mtpa of production by 2050, with 50% being green hydrogen and 50% blue hydrogen. Hydrogen produced from natural gas via steam reforming emits c.10 kg of CO2 per 1 kg of hydrogen, so a 90% capture rate would imply >200 mn t of carbon captured from blue hydrogen production. In the industrial sector, chemicals drive the biggest increase of carbon capture facilities — we assume natural gas coupled with CCUS accounts for c.30% of energy & non-energy chemicals consumption, resulting in c.170 mn t of CCUS facilities by 2050. Overall, our US energy path is consistent with ambitions to reach net zero by 2050, and as laid out for carbon capture calls for $250 bn of cumulative investments to 2050.

We estimate IRA incentives for carbon capture at >$30bn to 2032, based on our expectations that US carbon capture facilities will increase from c.20 mn t in 2022 to 100 mn t by 2032 and 400 mn t by 2040. We assume a growing share of early stage direct air capture and sequestered CO2 driving an increase in average carbon capture credits from c.$60/t (given a majority of current CCUS facilities sequester CO2 with EOR) to $75/t by 2032 and $80/t by 2040. Given carbon capture facilities built before 2033 are eligible for PTC for 12 years of operation, we assume tax incentives last to 2043 (facilities put into operation in 2032 receive the last subsidies in 2043). According to the Congressional Budget Office, 45Q credits for CCUS are estimated to cost $3.2 bn to 2032. We note, however, that the CBO assumptions on tax credit usage are largely based on historical trends, and with an acceleration in technology development, federal spending on CCUS tax credits would be expected to rise substantially.
Bioenergy

Biogas, advanced biofuels, renewable waste and biomass all have their key roles in the energy transition of specific industries

Bioenergy is already an important part of US energy consumption, mostly in the form of solid biofuels (primarily used in buildings and industry) as well as road biofuels blended in road transport. We see biogas, advanced biofuels (including both road biofuels and sustainable aviation fuel -SAF) as well as solid biofuels and RES waste as continuing to have an important role in the US energy system. While currently ethanol makes up c.80% of liquid biofuels consumption, we expect its share to decline as consumption of advanced biofuels and SAF picks up. We expect the SAF share in aviation fuels to expand from 0% in 2021 to almost 100% in 2050, reaching c.515 mn bbl pa of consumption by 2050 (compared to close to zero in 2021 and 571 mm bbl pa jet & kerosene consumption).

IRA: switching from BTC to fuel production credit in 2025
IRA extends BTC to the end of 2024 and switches incentives to production credit from 2025. The IRA extends the $1/gal Biodiesel Blender’s Tax Credit (BTC) for two additional years (2023-24), providing near-term policy certainty for producers of renewable diesel and biodiesel. In 2025 under the IRA, the BTC switches to become a clean fuel production credit (45z credit), providing domestic biofuels producers a tax credit based on the emission factor of their renewable fuels. The 45z credit under the IRA is in place for 2025-27. Further, the IRA introduces specific, higher credit values, under both the BTC and 45z, for aviation fuel, providing incremental policy support for the still-nascent sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) market.

We estimate IRA incentives for biofuels at $15 bn by 2027. Currently, consumption of biodiesel and renewable diesel is at 75 mn bbl pa (c.2% of road fuel consumption), which we estimate to almost double to 130 mn bbl pa by 2027. Production of biodiesel/RD is estimated at c.60 mn bbl pa in 2022. Currently, there are >100 mn bbl of biofuels capacity additions announced to 2030, and we believe the majority of biofuels
consumption will be met with domestic production. We estimate IRA incentives for biofuels at $15 bn by 2027, with majority of spending (c.$13 bn) being directed to renewable/biodiesel and the rest directed to SAF given current consumption and production of SAF are close to zero, which we model increasing to 20 mn bbl pa by 2027.

**SAF: still-nascent technology with significant long-term opportunity.** Jet fuel demand is one of the single hardest areas of liquid fuel demand to decarbonize and presents significant long-term opportunity (571 mm bbl pa jet & kerosene consumption in the US in 2022). Still, we note uncertainties remain around feedstock availability, and technology being in very early stages, to make project economics attractive. IRA incentives (up to $1.75/gallon depending on SAF emissions intensity) reduce price difference between conventional fuel and SAF (which is currently 2x-4x more expensive than conventional jet fuel), still not eliminating it entirely. Therefore, we believe IRA is supportive for the technology, but it still requires technological advancements to lower overall cost before wider adoption. We currently estimate SAF consumption at 30 mn bbl by 2030 (c.5% of total jet demand), with major demand uplift coming after 2035.

---

**Exhibit 116:** We expect US final bioenergy consumption to continue to increase from here on the path to net zero...

| US bioenergy final energy consumption (PJ) |

---

**Exhibit 117:** ...primarily driven by growth in biogas and advanced biofuels (in particular SAF)

| US final energy consumption split by bioenergy product (PJ) |

---

*Including international aviation and international maritime bunkers

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

---
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Exhibit 118: We expect production of renewable diesel to expand with sequential decline after 2040 as electrification picks up, while SAF is set for long-term production expansion.

US liquid biofuels consumption, mn bbl

Exhibit 119: We expect SAF’s share in aviation fuels to expand from 0% in 2021 to c.80% in 2050.

Aviation fuels consumption, mb bbl and SAF share, %

Source: EIA (historical), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
The role of hydrocarbons: Oil and gas demand to decline by 2030

Whilst the US’s energy transformation should undoubtedly lead to a reduction in the consumption of hydrocarbon energy sources over time, we note that the outlook across hydrocarbons differs depending on the end consuming sectors (markets) they serve, and their respective pace of energy transformation, as well as their respective carbon contents. In this section, we address the outlook and implications resulting from the energy consumption profiles for natural gas, oil and oil products and coal for the region, in light of the current geopolitical landscape and disruptions.

**Natural gas: Demand decline acceleration post 2030E, but much more resilient than oil**

**Gas consumption flat until 2030E, decline acceleration post 2030E, but quite resilient.** Power generation (37%), the industrial sector (33%) and the residential & commercial sector (26%) are the largest consumers of gas in the US. In power generation, we estimate gas demand is set to decline from 30 bcf/d to 12 bcf/d in 2050, given replacement with RES generation, although the fall will likely be somewhat compensated with natural gas+CCUS plants, which we estimate will account for 5% of the 2050 power generation mix. The Industrial sector is one of the hard-to-abate areas, as its gas uses include non-energy consumption applications, such as feedstock for chemicals manufacturing. Moreover, we believe there could be upside to our US industrial gas demand forecast if the US increased its global market share of heavy industries, due to its energy cost advantage, and new IRA incentives moving industrial capital to the US from other parts of the world. In the residential & commercial sector, we estimate that gas will be almost fully replaced by the use of electricity, given the expected widespread installation of heat pumps, development of residential solar, etc. Overall, we expect domestic gas demand to decline at a c.3% CAGR in 2030-2040 and at a 4% CAGR to 2050, reducing from 89 bcf/d in 2022 to 37bcf/d in 2050E. Gas net exports from the US, primarily driven by LNG capacity additions, are set to grow from 11 bcf/d in 2022 to >20 bcf/d by 2030E, cushioning the overall impact from US gas consumption; exports are set to decline at a c.2% CAGR through 2030-40E and at a 3% CAGR to 2050E.
Oil and petroleum products: Demand decline acceleration post 2030

Oil demand flat to 2030E, demand decline acceleration post 2030E. Transport accounts for 70% of oil consumption in the US, and the adoption of EVs is crucial for oil demand development. We estimate oil consumption to 2030 will remain resilient, with 2030 oil consumption at 17.7 mbpd, compared to c.20 mbpd in 2022. Post 2030, we see oil demand declining on higher share of EVs in the fleet and better charging infrastructure: we estimate oil demand declining to 10 mbpd by 2040 and to 4 mbpd by 2050. We estimate the EV share of the total fleet by 2030 to be at 20%, having a limited impact on oil demand. Post 2030, however, the share of EVs in the total fleet is set to increase significantly: we expect to 75% by 2040E and 100% by 2050E. We estimate that 1 EV car replacing one ICE car in the total fleet leads, on average, to an 11 barrels pa oil demand reduction. As such, 1 mn extra usint sales of EV cars should lead to an 11 mn barrels pa (30 kbpdp) reduction in oil consumption. It is worth noting, however, that oil demand does not reach absolute zero by 2050E, given oil’s use in non-energy...
consumption applications, such as a feedstock for chemicals manufacturing.

Exhibit 123: Oil demand flat to 2030E, demand decline acceleration post 2030E
Total petroleum products consumption, mbpd, US

Exhibit 124: While we expect the share of EVs in car sales to grow significantly to 2030E (from 10% in 2021 to 75% by 2030E)...
Car sales mix, US

Exhibit 125: We estimate EV share in total fleet by 2030E to be at 20%, having a limited impact on oil demand; post 2030E, however, the share of EVs in the total fleet is set to increase significantly: we expect 75% by 2040 and 100% by 2050
Car fleet mix
The potential implications for metals demand

At the heart of the path to net zero USA by 2050 lies the need for access to clean energy and an accelerated pace of electrification for transport and several segments of industry, as we outline in the previous sections of this report. Electrification and clean energy is likely to have an impact on total US demand for natural resources, and in particular metals such as aluminium, copper, lithium and nickel, demand for which relies heavily on an acceleration in technologies such as renewables (solar panel, wind turbines manufacturing), power network infrastructure, charging infrastructure, electric vehicles and battery manufacturing. We attempt to quantify the potential impact that the path to net zero USA by 2050, as laid out in previous sections, will have on the demand for each of these metals, as shown in the exhibits that follow. The results of this analysis are calculated on the basis of incremental demand for each clean technology relative to the conventional technology (such as incremental copper demand per electric vehicle compared with conventional gasoline vehicles).

For base metals, we expect a 35%/20% incremental uplift from green capex to copper/aluminium demand in the coming decades. According to the IEA, solar/wind generation capacities require 2.5x-7x more copper than gas/coal, with offshore wind being the highest in copper intensity, requiring 8t of Cu per MW of capacity compared to 1t for gas/coal. EV cars require >2x copper than conventional cars, according to the IEA. We find that incremental copper demand from low-carbon technologies amounts to 0.8 Mtpa in 2023-2050 on average, a c.35% increase from US copper demand in 2022 (2.2 mn t), with half of increase coming from EVs and the rest from renewables. Similarly, as shown in the exhibits that follow, we expect the electrification trend to lead to a material increase in demand for aluminium as well. According to CRU (link), plug-in hybrids and EVs require 25%-27% more aluminium than ICE cars (160 kg/vehicle). In solar/wind, our commodities team estimates c.7.5t/MW of aluminium required for solar panel and c.1t/MW for wind turbine. We find that incremental aluminium demand from low-carbon technologies amounts to 1.2 Mtpa in 2023-2050 on average, a c.20% increase from US aluminium demand in 2022 (5.5 mn t), with 55% of increase coming from EVs and the rest from renewables.
For battery metals such as lithium, nickel and cobalt we expect demand growth by several folds. Demand profile for nickel, cobalt and lithium will to major extent depend on the mix of EV battery types adoption. We currently model a gradual increase in the share of LFP batteries which do not contain nickel or cobalt, in line with automakers’ comments that they intend to increase the share of LFP batteries in their EVs [link]. We find that incremental nickel demand from EVs amounts to 440kt in 2023-2050 on average, 3x increase from US nickel demand in 2022. For cobalt and lithium (LCE), we find incremental demand at 70kt (c.5x increase) and 700kt (c.12x increase), respectively.
Exhibit 130: We currently model a gradual increase in the share of LFP batteries in line with automakers’ comments that they intend to increase share of LFP batteries in their EVs

Exhibit 131: Lithium to be the biggest beneficiary given content of lithium of similar across battery types
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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GS Factor Profile

The Goldman Sachs Factor Profile provides investment context for a stock by comparing key attributes to the market (i.e. our coverage universe) and its sector peers. The four key attributes depicted are: Growth, Financial Returns, Multiple (e.g. valuation) and Integrated (a composite of Growth, Financial Returns and Multiple). Growth, Financial Returns and Multiple are calculated by using normalized ranks for specific metrics for each stock. The normalized ranks for the metrics are then averaged and converted into percentiles for the relevant attribute. The precise calculation of each metric may vary depending on the fiscal year, industry and region, but the standard approach is as follows:

**Growth** is based on a stock’s forward-looking sales growth, EBITDA growth and EPS growth (for financial stocks, only EPS and sales growth), with a higher percentile indicating a higher growth company. **Financial Returns** is based on a stock’s forward-looking ROE, ROCE and CROCI (for financial stocks, only ROE), with a higher percentile indicating a company with higher financial returns. **Multiple** is based on a stock’s forward-looking P/E, P/B, price/dividend (P/D), E/EBITDA, E/FCF and E/Debt Adjusted Cash Flow (DACF) (for financial stocks, only P/E, P/B and P/D), with a higher percentile indicating a stock trading at a higher multiple. The **Integrated** percentile is calculated as the average of the Growth percentile, Financial Returns percentile and (100% - Multiple percentile).

Financial Returns and Multiple use the Goldman Sachs analyst forecasts at the fiscal year-end at least three quarters in the future. Growth uses inputs for the fiscal year at least seven quarters in the future compared with the year at least three quarters in the future (on a per-share basis for all metrics).

For a more detailed description of how we calculate the GS Factor Profile, please contact your GS representative.

M&A Rank

Across our global coverage, we examine stocks using an M&A framework, considering both qualitative factors and quantitative factors (which may vary across sectors and regions) to incorporate the potential that certain companies could be acquired. We then assign a M&A rank as a means of scoring companies under our rated coverage from 1 to 3, with 1 representing high (30%-50%) probability of the company becoming an acquisition target, 2 representing medium (15%-30%) probability and 3 representing low (0%-15%) probability. For companies ranked 1 or 2, in line with our standard departmental guidelines we incorporate an M&A component into our target price. M&A rank of 3 is considered immaterial and therefore does not factor into our price target, and may or may not be discussed in research.

Quantum

Quantum is Goldman Sachs’ proprietary database providing access to detailed financial statement histories, forecasts and ratios. It can be used for in-depth analysis of a single company, or to make comparisons between companies in different sectors and markets.
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